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DISCLAIMER

This report was.prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither

the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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,y4PPLICATION FOR,,
,

UI@TED STATES LETTERS ‘PATENT ,,

SPECIFICATION

% .-

TO ~OM IT tiY CONCERN:’ ..

,Be it known that I,Edward F. Morrison, a citizen of the Unites States of Americ~

residing at-267 Scotch Bush Road, Burnt Hills, New York 12027, City of Burnt Hills, County of.,

Saratoga, State of New York l&e invented a new and usefid ATTACHMENT APPARATUS,

of which the following is a specification.
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CROSS-~F&ENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

Not Applicable. ,.

,.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5 Field of the Invention ,

This invention relates to’’meehruiicalfasteners, and more p@icularly to
,.

mechanical fmteners for upique applications. In this regard, the present invention relates

to a device that provides unitized attachment and removal features into other than

circular holes which enlarge afler an established depth. More specifically, the present
\

10 invention includes an attaclinient apparatus compri~ng a rotation limiting member,.

adapted to be threaded onto a thrt%ded membeq and a preload, nut adapted to be

threaded onto a threaded member.,,. ,

Description of the Related Art
,’
Examples of conventionalfasteners include:, ~

,-
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United -States Patent No. 5,439,337, issued August 8, 1995 to Kakimoto who,. ,,. ,,
reveals a lock nut where the nut closest to the bolt head and the intermediate nut are ‘

engaged with each other in only the peripheral direction.

United States Patent No. 5,362,187,’ issued N~vernber 8, 1994 to Sca.lisewho ,.

5 describes releasable locking f~tener including a collar and resilient locl@g.p,rongs with
,,

J, shoulders to anchor the bolt to a first member.

United States Patent No. 5,314,279, issued May 24, 1994 to Ewing who”
..

represents a lockjng threaded fmtener of the.wedge action type.’

United States Patent No. -5,190,423, issuti March 2, 1993to Ewing who

’10 illustrates a locking fastener with wedge, elements therebetween for wedging the nut

members apart when the threaded nut member is turned in the loosening dkection.,,

United States Patent No. 5,090,85$, issued Febru@ 25; 1992 to Terry who

represents a locking fastener aiwemblywith co-acting cam sufiac?s ~d lotting m~s..

‘United States PatentNo. 4,938,644, issued July 3, 1990 to RuneIs,.and assigned

15 to Eaton Corp., who depicts a bolt and nut lock assembly for releasable locking a bolt to ~

an obje&.

United States Patent No. 4,534,101, issued,August 13, 1985 to Rosan Jr. who.

portrays a method for installing a locking nut or bolt that includes drilling a bore to ‘.,

accommodate a fastener assembly.
,,

,.

20 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ~NTION ~
..

The present invention intended to be claimed includes an attachment apparatus :

comprising a rotation. l&iting member adapted to be thrwded onto’a threaded member

and a preload nut adapted to be thfeaded onto the threaded member.
‘.

The present invention intended to be clti-med includes a rotatable unit comprising,

25 a rotation limiting member connected to a preload nut; ~

,,
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The present invention intended to be claimed also includes an attachment . .
,,

apparatus comprising a threaded mernbeq a rotation limiting member adapted to be
..

threaded onto the th?eaded member; and a ,preload nut adapted to be threaded onto the

threaded member.

5 The present invention to be cl~ed also.includes an attachment apparatus

comprising a thr~ded membe~ a rotation limiting member t~eaded onto the thiaded

membeq and a preload nut threaded onto the threaded member. /

In accordance with the present inventioq the rotation ~miting member comprises

a plurality of pins; and the preload nut comprises a plurality of slots, preferably wherein

10 the plurali~ of pins and the plurality of slots are the same in number, which is preferably

three. ‘.

In accordance with the present invention, the plurality of pins of the rotation

limiting member are filled into a qxresponding plurality of slots of the preload nut to ‘ ~

form a rotatable unit adapted to be threaded onto the threaded member.

15 In accordance with the present inventio~ the rotatable,unit is ‘preferablythreaded,-

onto the threadec.membeq and preferably, the preload nut is capable of rotating abut

60°.

,The present invention provides means for attachment of a ti&ded fastener into,,
an irregular shaped hole that has an established or predetermined depth. An important

20 feature or element of the invention ii,the,use of a rotation limiting means for a preload

nut. In accordance withthe present invention, the rotation lir&ing member and the

preload nut are contoured to the $hape of the hole into which the installation is to take

place.’

In additio~ the apparatus of the present invention provides locking Nd

25 unlocking by simple rotations of the preload means.

,,
.
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BRIEF DESCmTION OF T~ SE~~. WWS ‘OF‘m ‘M~Gs ‘ ~

,. Other objects, advantages, and novel features of the present invention will

become apparent from the following deta’ileddescription of the invention when.

&sidered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

/

.5 Figure la is a view of the app~atus looking through the h%d (Section C-C~c F -

Figure 1b) of the threaded member. : F ti/q 2“9~

.. Figure lb”is an exploded $de view of the apparatqs for a hexagonal hole -

application. (Note that the rotation limiting Member and “preloadnut are in the unlocked

(parallel) position.) .,

10 Figure 2 is a top &ew (Section A-A of Figure lb) of the preload nut. ..

Figure 3 is a bottom view (Section B-B of Figure lb) of the rotation limiting ‘

member.

Figure 4 is a cr&~ section view,of the installed apparatus.

Figure 5 is a top view (Section F-11 of F@re 4) of the rotatable unit in the

15 stalled apparatus. (Note that the rotation limiting member and preload nut are in the

locked (pe~endicular) position.)

‘Figure 6 is a top view (Section F-10 of Figure 4) of the preload nut rotated 60° in
. . .

/ the locked position.

‘Figure 7 shows a vibration monitor attached by a mounting adapter.
.,
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ,THE INVENTION

The present invention intended to be claimed broadly includes an attachment

apparatus comprising a rotation limiting member 2 Adapted to be threaded onto a -

5. threaded member 1; and a preload nut 3 adapted to be threaded onto the.threaded ‘ ,“

member 1.

More specifically, the present invention intended to be claimed includes an,.

attachment apparatus comprising a threaded member 1; a rotation limiting member 2

adapted to be threaded onto the threaded member 1; and a preload nut 3 adapted to be

10 threaded onto the threaded rqember 1.

Specifically, the present invention intended to be claimed inchides an attachment

apparatus comprising a thr&ded member 1; a rotation limiting member 2 threaded onto

said threaded member 1; and a preload nut 3 threaded onto stid threaded member 1.
.,

?+ Inaccordance with the present invention,, the rotation Iiiting member 2

15 comprises a pluralhy of pins 4; and the pr?load nut 3 timprises a plurality of slots 7,
/

prefer&blywherein the pluralhy of pins and the plurality of slots are the same in number,

which is preferably three.’ ‘

In accordance with the present invention, the plura!ity of pins 4 of the rotation

limiting member 2 are filled into a corresponding plurality of slots 7 of the preload nut 3

20. to forma rotatable unit, adapted to be threaded onto the threaded member 1, which is a

specified component of one ~f the previously described embodiments of invention, in ~

which case the rotatqble unit is threaded onto the thr~ded member 1. Preferably, the

preload nut 3 is capable of rotating about 60°. ,.?

The material used in producing the attac@ent in this application was 304

25 stainless steel and machined from round, hex and bar stock as required. Readily
,.

maimfactured parts, and other mate,fial may be substituted and modified for

appropriateness for the application. Threaded portio”hsand slots are made u~ng .,

6
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conventional machining. Preload nut slots are sized to allow for interference fit of the ‘
/

pins into the slots. The pins could also be secured by welding or other suitable means.

The shape and dimensions ,of the head end of the threaded member are

determined by the intended need of the fastener arid the shape of the hole into which it

5’ will be installed. /

The head end may be round; square, multi sided, ,an eye, a stud or other irregular ,

shape. The length of the threaded’”section of threaded member 1 is determine@by the

thickness of the piece or’depth of the hole into which the device is to be installed. The.,

configuration of the rotation lirnitigg member 2 and the preload nut 3 is determined by

10 the shape and size of the hole. These parts will be made corresponding in shape and

contour so as to fit “into‘the mounting hole without resistance. ~

The number, size and location of dowel pin 4 and the machi;ng of the slots 7 in

preload nut 3 is agdn determined by the application.
..

In this hexagonal hole application, the pjn/slot relationship provides the two

15 ~ desired positions for the rotation limiting member 2 and the preload nut 3 installation.

In using the apparatus of the present inventio~ the rotation limiting member 2

apd the preload nut 3 are threaded onto threaded member 1 as a unit (rotation limiting

-member 2 on first) with approximately a 1/32“ gap between them with the pin 4 of

rotation limiting member 2 engaged in the slots in preload nut 3. A thickness (t) is

20 established between the leading edge of preload nut 3 and the underside of the head of

threaded member 1. “Thisthickness is the depth of the hole plus approximately one

sixteenth inch.

The thread immediately adjacent to preload nut 3 is then deformed to provide a

f=ture so the rotation Iiiniting member 2 preload nut 3 assembly till not come off. This
\

25 feature also acts as a mechanical stop to provide the proper orientation of these parts

prior to use. Rotation limiting member 2 and preload nut 3 are rotatedback to this

mechanical stop and the sides of these parts are held par~lel. The assembly is now ready
!’

for installation. ,’

.7
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The upit is instakd and rotated clockwise. At the start of the rotation, the

preload nut 3 rotates preferably about 6@. ,The comers of the,p.reload nut start to

engage the bottom. of the hole (SECT F-11)because of the misalignment caused by the

dowel pin slot relationship (SECT F--lO). Further rotation starts to preload the underside

, ,’ 5 ~ of threaded member 1 to the mounting surface 5. Rotation of threaded member 1 is :

continued until the final desi~d torque and preload is applied.,,

The removal simply ~nsists of the counterclockwise rotation of threaded,.

member 1 which causes the preload nut 3 to rotate and automatically line”up the sides of

the .preload nut par~el with rotation limiting member 2 for easy removal. The continued

10’ counter-clockwise rotation engages”the preload nut with the deformed threads of

tliread@, member 1 to assure pefiect lineup for removal of the unit.

A feapxe unique to the present invention is the use of the configuration or

contoui of the hole as the’p~ of the locking feature and the ability for removal of the

device, as a unit, without l&wirig’pa& behind. Typically fastener designs for hole

15- attachment are not removable as a unit and usually kave behind the locking portion.

.~e present invention is also advantageous in that the apparatus, of the present ~

invention is adaptable to remote installations. In additiow all pafts of the, apparatus of

the present invention are removed from the hole after use, kwing’the hole available for. ”

other uses, if desired. Also, the preloading capabili~ of the device is Iiited only by

20 physical size and standard stress levels.

A vibration monitor maybe attached to a component using a mounting adapter,

as.shown in Flgbre 7. . .
Mounting adapters wnventionally are designed ~o be uhiversrd or for a particular

applica$on. If high frequency data (> 10 KHz) is desired from the monitor, then the

25 mounting adapter should be welded or securely bolted to the component. Jn many

applications, welding is not allowed and the component maybe absent of any threaded

holes or threaded stud protrusions. Magnetic adapters-maybe used on ferrous materials

‘but the tradeoff is a reduction in fie@ency response (Q.5 KHz). .

8
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For purposes of the present inventiow in this embodiment, the particular location

is a nut that has been preloaded to a stud. The nut has an internal hexagonal hole above
>.

, the threads which is smaller than the thread diameters. An installation tool fbr this nut
\:

uses the internal hexagonal oonfi~ration for installing the nut remotely fiorn a d:st~ce,.
5 away.

In accordance tith the presentinvention, a unique adapter or device of the ,..
present invention was mounted on the top of the hut and preloaded to this top surface

using the hexagonal hole’configuration. This preloading capabWy provided the ‘.
,’

. . mechanical coupling necessary to achieve the desired fivquency response.

10 ‘Although only a’ exempl&y embodimentof the invention has been described in

detail above, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many modtications are

possible without materially departing from the novel teachirigs and advantages of this,.
.

invention. Accordingly, all such modifications are intended to be included within thee.=
scope of this invention as defined in the following claims.

15 - Iii the claims, means@us-flmction clauses are intended to cover the stmctures

described herein as pefiorming the recited fi.mctionand not only str&tqral equivalents
,.,

but also equivalent strictures. .>

Having thereby described the subject matter of the present inventio~ it should be ‘‘,,

apparent that many substitutions, modifications ~d variations of the invention are ..
,.

20 possible in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood tl& the

invention as taught aM described herein is only to be ~ited to the extent of the”breadth
,. ~/

and scope of the”appended c@ms.
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ABSTIL4CT .OFTHE DISCLOSURE ,.
.,

The present invention includes an attachment apparatus comprising a rotation

limiting’member adapted to be threaded onto a threaded member; ~d a preload nut -
,

adapted to be thfeaded onto the threaded niember. The rotation limiting member

5 comprises a plurality of pins; and the preload nut comprises plurality of slots,
..

preferably wherein the plurality of pins *d the plurality of slots are the sa&e in numberY

which is preferably three. The plurality of pins of the rotation limiting member are filled

into a corresponding plurality of slots of the prel,oad nut tofonq a rotatqble unit adapted. :

to be th&aded onto the threaded member. In u%, the rotatable unit is threaded onto the

10 threaded member. The present invmtion thus provides a un&ed removable device for
,:

holes, including holes other than circular in shape, w~ch have an established depth

before an end o~ or before an enlargement of the hole. The configuration pf some -,

exposed part of the device, or the head, is shaped and formed for its intended purpose,
-.

such as clamping, anchor points, eye bolts, stud anchor, and the like. The device allows

15 for the installatio~ preloading and removal if all’components of the device, as a unit,

without damage to the member for which attachment is required by simple rotations of

some exposed part of the device.
/
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